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METHODOLOGY
4 user interviews conducted over Zoom from Oct. 2-9 2020.

INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS
Background Details

Participant Name: Bryant
Location: Zoom
M/F: M
Age: 30
Interviewer: Porfirio Moreno Ortega
Date: Oct 2, 2020, 11:30am

Participant Name: Andrew
Location: Zoom
M/F: M
Age: 23
Interviewer: Zephyr Swart
Date: Oct 6, 2020, 11am

Name: Alice
Location: Zoom
M/F: F
Age: 18-25
Interviewer: Porfirio Moreno Ortega
Date: Oct 6, 2020, 1pm

Name: Luke
Location: Zoom
M/F: M
Age: 18
Interviewer: Zephyr Swart
Date: Oct 10, 2020, 11am
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SUMMARY FINDINGS

Our interviews revealed several key findings. First, CoD 
players tend to play in phases and mostly with friends. And 
they tend to lose enthusiasm over time.

Next, playing with Randoms was just that: random. It was 
“sometimes good, sometimes bad”. And with little known about 
Randoms, conversations tended to be awkward. Interestingly, no 
matter how positive the experience, gamers never played or 
communicated with those same Randoms ever again.



DETAILED FINDINGS by individual interview 



DETAILED FINDINGS by individual interview 

Participant Name

Bryant
Male, 30

Console(s): PC
Played WZ: No
Skill Level: N/A
Chat: Voice and Text
Played Team/Squad: Yes, other games.
Made New Friends: No, plays with friends, 
not looking for someone new to play with.

“Friends online can be difficult 
and annoying. Like, I go on but 
they’re hopping off.”



● Team play: mix of spontaneous and organized.

● Mainly played Call of duty for the single player

● If invested in a game, he hangs out in game subreddits — does not post, 

just reads through what might be new.

● Plays apex legends which doesn’t allow for cross-team communication.

● When he plays with random gamers, most communication is about 

completing objectives.

● Has had good experiences playing with randoms but prefers to leave it 

at that; doesn’t want to add them to play again later. 

KEY FINDINGS



● Have specific organized team meetups to play together.

● Develop relationship with gamers outside of just playing. 
Avoid one and done.

● A status for players that are about to hop off the game or 
about to start playing.

RECOMMENDATIONS



DETAILED FINDINGS by individual interview 

Participant Name

Andrew
Male, 23

Console(s): Xbox One
Played WZ: Yes
Skill Level: High
Chat: Uses voice chat in game
Played Team/Squad: Yes
Made New Friends: No

"There's some sort of barrier 
being online. You might have 
enjoyed talking but you don't 
really know them. Maybe it's 
like a little weird."



● Plays CoD in phases; loses enthusiasm over time.
● New releases usually get him playing again.
● Doesn’t follow community boards (e.g. Discord)
● Derives pleasure from doing well in game.
● Mostly plays with friends now.

○ Before, would consistently play with people met online. 
○ Only adds randoms if doesn’t have full team/squad.

● Random teams are “sometimes good…”
○ Experienced encouraging behavior and people helping him out.
○ "One time we actually ended up winning.”

● And it’s “Sometimes pretty bad.” 
○ “We’d just leave [the game]. Leave the other guys hanging."

● No matter how positive the experience, doesn’t play with same randoms 
again or interact with randoms outside of game.

● Comfortable inputting data into app.
● Knowing the type of people that would be on a team would make 

first-time playing less intimidating.

KEY FINDINGS



● Utilize app to introduce new challenges and variation to 
counter declining player enthusiasm. 

● To increase sense of community, provide “challenges” that 
encourage players to begin playing with “curated” randoms.

● Allow players to have more control over who they’re teamed 
with to increase the number of positive gameplay experiences.

● Create tasks that foster future gameplay with past randoms.  

RECOMMENDATIONS



DETAILED FINDINGS by individual interview 

Participant Name

Alice
Female, 18-25

Console(s): PC & Mobile
Played WZ: No
Skill Level: N/A
Chat:In Game, Voice-only with friend.  
Played Team/Squad: Yes
Made New Friends: No

“I see my friends notification 
[being online], and it's just a 
reminder that they exist. I 
forget my friends after a 
while.”



● Most of the games she plays are multiplayer and play with other people.
● Was confused by the term companion app, and does not use them.
● Only talks to one person when playing online games.
● Uses discord, it's most convenient for her to use to communicate.
● Used to play with people that are toxic, only played with them because 

she didn't really have anyone else to play with. 
● When asked about receiving notifications on her phone, she was hesitant 

due to the amount of notification she would receive. She would be open 
to receive notifications only for specific friends.  

● Has a gaming bestie. Childhood friend.
● Hesitant to join game groups due to the people that she might 

encounter.
● In league of legends, joins an open room only when she is comfortable. 

She still feels uninvited and uncomfortable until the game begin, 
because then they just play.

● Initially want to just play the game but enjoys playing with other 
gamers she has already developed a relationship with.

KEY FINDINGS



● Setting a favorites/priority to be alerted when specific 
friends would be online.

● Find a way for gamers to feel comfortable with each other 
before joining a team or before gameplay. 

● Develop more “game besties”

● Differentiate “try hards” and casual players to enhance the 
gaming experience.

RECOMMENDATIONS



DETAILED FINDINGS by individual interview 

Participant Name

Luke
Male, 17

Console(s): PC
Played WZ: Yes
Skill Level: Average/Above Average
Chat: In-game chat & voice chat
Played Team/Squad: Yes
Made New Friends: Rarely

"A lot of the time is spent 
socializing… I just have fun 
talking [to my friends] and 
playing a video game with them 
and working together."



● Plays more to socialize than “try hard”. 
● Plays with consistent group of friends
● Sets up team play through texts with friends.
● Would rather wait for friends to be available than play solos.
● Doesn’t look to join team through Discord.
● Only uses in-game team-/squad-generating feature for two reasons:

○ All friends are unable to play.
○ Doesn't want to pay much attention or try too hard; just practice.

● Uses Discord to communicate with friends during gameplay.
● Never played with a random CoD player more than once.
● Has made friends in other non-CoD games.

○ Added them to their Discord channel.
○ Invite them to play (non-CoD) games with other friends. 
○ “They're like a part of the friend group…”

KEY FINDINGS



● Provide easy and fun way to see if “friends’ are online or 
looking to play together at specific day/time. 

● Make in-app feature that is just as easy as game to generate 
random teams, but with more tailored matchmaking.

● Create tasks encouraging current CoD friends to temporarily 
split up and play on separate random vs. teams.

● Allow users to specify gameplay preferences (e.g. “Just want 
to practice”, “Playing for fun and socialize”, “No aggros”). 

RECOMMENDATIONS



TOP RECOMMENDATIONS based on interviews 



● Make in-app feature that is just as easy as game to generate 
random teams, but with more tailored matchmaking.

● Allow users to specify gameplay preferences (e.g. “Just want 
to practice”, “Playing for fun and socialize”, “No 
aggros”).Utilize app to introduce new challenges and 
variation to counter declining player enthusiasm.

● To increase sense of community, provide “challenges” that 
encourage players to begin playing with “curated” randoms.

● Create tasks encouraging current CoD friends to temporarily 
split up and play on separate random vs. teams.

OUR TOP RECOMMENDATIONS


